
A PTIeAE SU%VEY OF THE PUBLICATIONS ON 
HE PERIPHRASTIC FUTURE IN SANSKRIT 

Summary 

In describing the periphrastic future in Sanskrit authors have too often 
underestimated its nominal character. In post-Vedic literature this category in 
the main retained its ancient function of emphasizing that an occurrence is 
sure to take place. The idea of accomplishment was at least originally wiven 
prominence, the use of these forms being, at least in the beginning, due to the 
‘tendency to anticipate (fait-accompli). The difference between the constructions 
with the agent nouns in the Vedic samhit% and the incipient periphrastic 
expression of futurity in the brahmanas has often been exaggerated, as has the 
dissimilarity of the latter and classical usage. ‘i-he pj bu. __ _. ---nf author is not convinced 
that the periphrastic future has arisen exclusively from the oxytone -lar- forms. 
A number of minor questions are critically discussed. 

There may perhaps be some reasons for contending that, in spite of 
the many observations made by various scholars on this subject, 
neither the function nor the origin of the periphrastic future in Sans- 

as found a completely adequate description in the handbooks. 
As is well known this form consists of a deri vative nomen agentis used, 
either with or without an accompanying auxiliary, as a verbal tense 
with future meaning: d&i “he shall give” (pl. d&b&); diittiswzi “I . 

shall give” 1) These -tar- forms had in the Veda a decided preference 
for the nominative of nouns denoting living beings 2) ; they are often 
used in quotations, to which the periphrast c future is almost ex- 
clusively limited 3). Some authorities - e.g. Whitney, Biihler, and 
also Geiger and Edgerton - do not give any opinion about the special 
nuance expressed by this future. &hers, who are explicit on this point, 

_- 
1) For partir.ulars see, inter ah, W. D. Whitney, A Sanskrit grammar, 

$ 942 ff. ; J. S. Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, S 340 ff. ; Vedische und Sanskrit Syntax, 
4 183 f. ; G. Biihler, Leitfaden ftir den Elementarcursus des Sanskrit (1883), p. 
i f8. Cf. also W. Geiger, P&Ill: (Grundr. 12do-Ar. Phil. u. Alt.), p. 136; F. Edgerton, 
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Grammar, :1953), p. 

2) See especially L. Renou, Le suffix vedique 
phrastique, Bull. de la Sot. de Line. de Paris 
1 ; f26f. 

3) “,ce ah Iienou o.c., p. 128 f. 

152. 
-Ir- et les origines du futur p&i- 
39 (1938), p. 103 ff.; esp. 108; 
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do not always agree with one another. Speyer considers the yeri- 

phrastic form an expression of he remote future; although “it is in 
most cases indifferent what future is employed” 4)1 “it cannot refer 
to what will happen today or soon” 5). 
category does not only serve to denote a 
to express ,,eine beabsichtigte oder gewollte andlung”. VVhereas 
Scharpe 7) holds it to refer to a near 
vayam eva tatrn gantlZra& “within five or six days we shall go there 
ourselves” - and 3loch called it a “future 6loignF’ 8), Burroar 9) 
recently described it as denoting the future in connection wit some: 
specified time: Svo ~a$& “‘it will rain tomorrow’?. Of all definitions 
known to the present author those given by Renou 10) and 
niste 11) are perhaps most satisfactory: ,,La valeur est cclle d’u 
non immediat, directement issue de l’aspect duratif de la forme; mais, 
dans l’usage classique la nuance qui a prevalu est celle d’un futur ;‘1. 
date fixe, don& comme tel (par les) gr(ammairiens indiens) ; prs: tique- 
ment, le futur en -tii s’accompagne d’un adverbe de temps et tro ~2;tk sa_ 
place dans les pro&s envi 6s avec certitude, encheres J promeSses, 
serments, maledictions’. . some amendments seem x~- 
visable 12). In Benveniste’s opinion this category ,,marque mo:ns 
l’avenir que la necessit6 de ce qui doit se produirc . . . ; c’cst un WIBB 
de certitude . . . ; ii figure souvent ans les discours, avec It> carazt&-tb 
d’une prediction ou d’une mena_cea. On r&rite 1’;1ccomp 
comme certain et escompteJ Q l’t:cl 

This disagreement among sch some extent be e.y- 
plicable from the scanty information givenabout this verbal categorv v 

4, Speycr, Sanskrit Syntax, p. 260. 
5) Speyer, Vedische und Sanskrit Syntax, p. 54; $ 184. 
6) A. Thumb, Handbuch des Sanskrit I <1905), p. 394, 5 575. 
3) A. Scharpe, Handleiding bij de studie \*an het klassieke Sanskrit ( 194:31, 

p. 103. 
8) J: Bloch, L’lndo-aryen (1934), p. 303. 
9) T. Burrow, The Sanskrit language, ,ondon 1955, p. 33 1. 

lo) L. Henou, Grammaire sanscrite ( 1930), p. 493. 
11) E. Benveniste, Noms d’agent et noms d’action en indo-europeen ( W-l&, 

p. 17. 
12) For a single, and not wholly certain, example of the periphrastic future in 

P8li (Samyutta-NikBya V, 377, 14) see H. Hendriksen, Syntax of the infinntc 
verb-forms of Pah (Copenhagen 1944), p. 8 1; 83 f. 
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by P%nini and from a certain incongruity existing between the 
opinions of the great Indian grammarians on thr one hand and the 
texts known to us on the other. The characteristic terminations 
called Zz# are, according to Panini 3, 3, 15 in contradistinction to those 
known as Lrt (th,e second or -sya-future), not 
which are to take place on the current day: 

pplicb ble to processes 
p &JO bhcKtd “he will eat 

the day after tomorrow”. From this ancient a odem 4:ommentators 
concluded that, practically speaking, the lu s refe; to processes 
which are to happen the next day: S&z kartti “he will do tomorrow 18)“. 
Others, however preferred to explain the term affadyatane bhavisyat as 
meaning “future facts, not to happen today, but tomorrow and-after- 
wards’ ’ ; according to them, Lr# cannot be used to refer to that which 
will happen today. Now Speyer 14), adducing exceptions to these - 
rules, ws doubtless right in observing that this explanation is too 
narrow. A simiiar distinction was made by the ancient grammarians 
between ZW (aorist) and ZariL (imperfect) : the latter serving to Gqiify 
that which has not happened on the same day (see P%nini 3, 2, 1 II l), 

the aorist being practically speaking reserved to indicate that which 
has occurred on the same day, and here also the facts, as was sh.own by 
the same scholar is), differ from the doctrine. 

Now, it should LC remembered, first that the relative Sansk.-it 
terms are not completely equivalent to our words for “today” an 
“tomorrow” - the adiective adyatana- can also mean “now-a-days 
modern” and Svastana: can express a relation, not only to the next 
day, but also to the fut Jre in a more general sense (cf. also Svo-vasfya- 
“future welfare” ; Svo-marana- “imminent death”). It should therefore 
be observed arc the outset-of our investigations tha we had better 
translate adyarfane by “expressing actuality”. In the second place we 
must be awarts that ancient commentators did not o 
more precisely, what was meant by these terms. Thus 
dyatane (3, 2, 11 I), i.e. “not applicable to the cur 
commented upon in KBtygyana’s Vgrttika by lokavijfitite i.e. “in the 
sense of “universally known”” ; that is to say: the imperfect was, in 
the opinion o.f this authority, used to express an occurrence which,, 
-- 

l3) See e.g. Kiitantra 3, 1, 15; Renou, Terminologic grammaticale 
II (i942), p. 93. 

14) Speyer, Sanskrit Syntax, p. 259, 1. 

Is) Speyer, ibidem, p. 253. 



though not witnessed v the subject, could have been within Y 
range of sight. 

ith regard to some 
and the ‘prese,?t perfect’ 

any expert? 17) 
odern scholars fol 

I244 category as essent . 

event to occur at a d 
seem to be grounds 

uance was due to a 

As to lthe character of t 
I am strongly incline 

I*) As mag be ex 

bh. 3, 55, 21; 69, 23; 293, 13. 
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“I shall certainly fly”; 1) 3, 97 evcb’m lzi aurvatak . 

do so you (surely) will attain t6’ happiness”; 
K&lid&a, Megh. 49 a?h(kv~cckas ~VUHS ~pi bh&tZ WWquWtitreltn 

K~s&z “you will (no doubt) be purified internally, remlining b&k 
0;;1 y ih colour' ‘. Here also an emphasis of special certaint 
belong to this form. Cf. also Budhasvgmin, BKSS. 5,323 b~~~v~~yu~t~l~ 
cu te putru~ mugnu~ kusyhpcid tipudi / . . . . zcddhurtd 21) “and the SOAR 
who will be born to you, into whatever misfortune he shall be sunk (I! 
&all rescue him”. Even in a sentence such as Mahabh. 3, 55, 17 yu& 
svirtho fiwm6ipi bhuvitti, tuta evup sviirthurp kari~ytimi “if (later) my 
own affair shall come up, then I will attend to my own affair”, the 
Zzst form seems 22) to imply a certain conviction on the part of the . 

speaker that his own affair is sure to come up also. 
In these constructions not the idea of time but that of accompiish- 

ment, of completed action was, at least ‘originally’ given special promi- 
nence: Mahabh. 14, 7, 19 “(it will certainly be done) if only you agree 
to do all that I shall ask you”: yadi . . , Kurt&i. Cf. 8, 46, 72 iup c& 
dhuntisi . . _ tvuv no rti jti bhuvigyati which may perhaps be translated : 

“if you (actually) slay him (or: can slay him), you will be our 
‘ori@nally’ this may have been : “if you are the cause of his death . e . ” 

The position of the negative particle nu 23), the use of definite 
interjections etc. not rarely add to the ‘emphatic’ character of many 
post-Vedic Zut constructions: . Mbh. 6, 1 19, 104 ntihum gsrztlZ kuthaams- . 

i’am ,! daksiniivurtu tiditye “1 shall in no way pass aw:l y as long as 
the sun remains in the southern solstice”. Cf. alsc.1 1, 13, 28; 7, 73, 47; 
8, 41, 34 24). ASvaghosa, Be. 5, 84 mz @wum uha.~rn, kn)iZtil~vuyn~~2 . 

pmve@ . . . “no, I shall not enter the city named Kapila (till I have 
seen . . .)“. Speyer 25) was no doubt right in considering 1\/’ ah3bh. 3,52, 
39 hunts’ fva:m usi wyodh~nuun “you shall slay S.” and 255, 17, M’~JY~: 
fyanz and usi combine, as emphatic. 

As appears from the above instances the moment z..t which 

21) Cf. I;. LacGte, Budhasvgmin, Hrhatkath&qlokasaggraha, p. 77. 
22) Contrary to what was Whitney’s opinion, o.c., p. 339, 4 9a%9a. 
23) See the author’s publication La place de la particule n@afive pza: dans la 

phrase en vicil indien, Leiden 195 1. 

24) Other passages were collected by A. Holtzmann, Grammatixhes aus delrl 
Mahgbharata ( 1884), p. 33 ff. 

‘25) Speyer, Indogerm. Forsch. 3 1, p. 111. 
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event is expected to takth place is by no means always fixed or indicated ; 

a temporal adverb is far from being obligatory. Of course it may be 
svaya~va~o . . . dvitz’yo ~a~aya~~y~ vai 

will choose a husband for the second time”; 
ntil N. will lea you away (netG)“. This con- 

frequent br&hmana type !?at.Br. 11) 1,4,1 

Compare also such instances as 
oment after w ich the (future) eve 

: yodhayitvii 

Although we cannot entrrr here int 
and development of t sentence in Sanskrit 

ect uf considerable 
that this mode of expression, whi comparatively frequent 

der texts, was pref rentially used, and often preferred, in 
statements - especially when exhibiting a ge eraI or gnomie character 
- or expressing a general truth, appreciation, or necessity, in defini- 

identifications 

ore or less asse 

27) See als3 Schwyzer-Debrun~le:r, ox., 
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lends itself admirably to the purpose of expressing a wish or 
silence!; Fr. hazct les muins! 

Nominal sentences not expressing any idea of time by themselves 
may erefore convey a future sense. Cases in which from the rat 

int oi view an imperative or future could be tacitly added 
nominal sentence are not rare: in Greek, Xen, Cyr. 7, 5,72 ~6s 
pyiaq x&p< (viz. &mu) 28). 

s a rule, however, nomirlai sentences are avoided if the utterance is 
ded to express a special modal, temporal, or affective nuance 

which cannot clearly be understood by the hearer as implied. The 
speaker, however, may purposely neglect to make these modifications 
explicit, intending the more general, non-modified character of the 
construction to be recognized and s sting unqualified facts rather 
than possibihties, probabilities, or rities 29). This is, I am sure, 

as happened in ancient India when the so-called periphrastic 
future came into being. 

In manv cases the nomen agentis is used predicatively, indicating, 
in principle, what takes place at any time. Sat.Br. 3, 4, 3, 4 agHirv l 

~t~u~ya kartti, “Agni is the one who effects the pairi 
27, 7; 86, 3; 2, 41, 2 g&t&i “du pflegst zu kommen” 

3, 13,3 ; 4, 29, 4 etc. ; 2, 20,3 &draF, . . . nar8m astu j%td “ 
be a protector of men”; 13,3 d&H yb vhziti maghrim “ 

winner of bounty”; aitri Up. 6, I1 (if one does not eat,) amanta’ 
avati 

~&licate 
“one becomes a non-thinker” 30). Occasionally such a 

should rather be rendered by “may + a verb” : Sat. 
ajiayitd yd evd nindpab “one individual may 

cause it (the ship) to sink, if he deserves blame”; or “is able to + a 
verb” : Jaim. r. 2, 159 @#stir na$asydnuvett& “ . is able to find 

en lost”; Sat “nobody is able to cook t 

R. Kiihner-B+ Gertlh, Ausfiihrliche G matik der gGe&iwhen 
41 6.; E. Schwyzer-A. Debrunner, Gri he Grammatik 11, p. 
tan instances see J. Kurylowicz, Rocznik Orientalistyczny 3, p. 

164 ff. 
a) Cf., for the construction at issue e.g. 

ca gopmaQ& ~~~~~ 
or of the virtuous, 

instances were collected by 
P, ox., p. 

ti4, 15czharm . . . yogi 
““I am the preceptor 

r of those that hate the 

LDebrunner, o.c., II, 2, 



evident in the future. 
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certitude, conviction, no intention, desire 0; purely objective futurity. 
Similarly 5, 29, 1 and 2. Another text quoted by the same scholar 

resent greater difficulties : bh. 3, 62, 11 ihz!ham tzi bhavi- 
thy tku iti tva”m nrpa -4ocimi ” but how will you gzt along &one? that 
0 king, is the cause of my grief abwt you”. The explication may be 
that thfs construction, being a so-called emotive question (,,affek- 
tischer Fragesatz”), represents, in fact, an emphatic or exclamatory 
expression of certainty: “you will not . . . ” 34) ; cf. also ibid. 5 (the 
person speaking is very excited). A similar remark may be made in 
connection with those cases which in the younger samhit& and 
br?ihmanas may be regarded as examples of the incipient use of the 
periphrastic future, e.g. I&j. Samh. 18, 59. . 

e eyes of the present author there can indeed be little doubt _ 
that the lZGt forms - at least in the beginning - were due to those 
effects of a well-known tendency to ‘anticipation’ or ‘anticipatory 
imagination’ upon human speech which was by German scholars given 
the hybrid name of Fait-accompli-Darstellung as). In emotional 
speech, under the influence of strong desires, fixed ideas, fear, or other 
preoccupations of the mind the border-lines between facts and possib- 
ilities, between reality and imagination, between present and future 
are apt to fade away, and events and occurrences which may take 
place or are only expected to become actual are often represented as 
accomplished facts. Hence such phrases and constructions as Aristoph. 

ys. 859 EEPY$ E%.&J~ “she says at once” 36) ; (Lessing) Ilzre Gnaden 
werden verzeihen’ ’ (the German ‘adhortative’) 37) ; Engl. be gone! 
instead of go !; brave done! instead of stop at once! or don’t go on (the use 
of the perfect mdicating how rapidly the speaker wants his command 
executed 38) j ; the Latin te, levafum vole beside te levari vole, e 
Sanskrit instances of this widesprea phenomenon are Mbh. 5, 189, 23 

34) See Ch. Bally, de franc&e 12, 269 f. 
35) Cf. L. Spitzer, Jahrbuch fiir Phil hen 927), p. 270 ff. 

studien iinchen 1928), p. 258 f. W. andbuch der erkl&renden 
Syntax ( 193 l), p. 4 1 ff. ; 219 f. For the emotive value of nominal sentences in 
general see also J. Marouzeau, Trait4 de stylistique appliquee au latin (1935), p. 

Waekemagel, Vorlesungen iiber Syntax I, p. 170 f. 
31) W. Braune, in Paul und Eraune’s Beitr. zur Gesch. der dewtschen Spr. u. 

IA. 43, p. 37; 0. Behaghel, Deutsche Syntax II, p. 217 f. 
:js) See also 0. Jespersen, Philosophy of grammar, p. 262. 
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tasyidya v~pyala~bhusyu f%aE ata @@nuhi dztrmntc ,;’ e:(;u tvti~ ~a- 
jantimityam ~~~~~a~~~~ (present) . . . . “take no\c’ the fruit of a 
deceit, 0 wicke now slay you with all your rclatiws an_ 
councillors” ; KS egh. 27 “if you will not be charmed . . . you are 
deceived” (vaficito ‘si) instead of a future 30) ; Sak. 2, 16 -t gacchat&2, 
@HO bht ~v~~~~~q~~., Ahab spy ~~~.~p~~a,~ tignta eva “Sirs, you cm precede. 
I have j 1st come closely after you” i.e. ” will just follow you closely”; 

ar$a, Etatn. 4, f 1 -f- ~~~~ pi kajjasesa~~ samZa c?adojjevatti (periphr. 
perfect) whit must mean ’ too, am coming after finishing thcl rest of 
my work” ; notice also th use of the imperfect nknrava~.n nnwza~~ in 
Mbh. 1, 3, 139 a er s~~~s~~at~~zi in 137. 

e agent nouns in -far- it should bc ohsrwd that ;t 
ask on the ic lea 0 

of a nominal senten 
them 40). Those in s as far as their syntactic 
function is concern 
bhadrd te k&a’ . . . p 

help’“. 



process. Cf. also l$V. 8, 32, 15 ndkir ~SYU Sci~Wily, PGJW& siWtbt&~/ 

mikir vaktd utd &id iti, lit. “nobody is restraining his ene&ies, his 
deeds of youthful strength, nobody is saying (will be saying) : he must 

not give”. 
Not infrequently these agent nouns denote an inherent function 

which is characteristic to such a degree that it serves as the rame of a 
divine being: thus TrtiUr- is, in the Veda, the “Protector”, LShartdr- 

“the Supporter”. These names express the very nature of a divinity 
which consists in a specified activity, or the usual function of an 
official, officiant or of a person characterized by a definite activity: 
&W- “shot”: us- “to throw”: in short, they denote specialists 44). 

The VPA;~ fr\+mc in -+A#_ ~xA1~ AU11113 111 -6wr express in accordance with a general ruie of 
accentuation as), the idea of agent and an adjectival sense. Without 
stressing the difference to the former groupJ which is more limited in 
number, they can, generally speaking, be said to denote an activity 
of a more incidental character, a function fulfilled under more or less 
definite circumstances, a quality becoming manifest. Compare e.g. 
Qveda 10, 61) 9 sdnitedhnzd~ sdnitotd vdjam sd dhartd jaii5e “‘(the god) 
who gains fuel, who gains the power called vdja- has become the 
bearer” 46 ): the difference between the two J -tr- forms and the -t$- 
noun can, if I am not mistaken, best be elucidated by the distinction 
taught in PBnini’s grammar 47) : the barytona indicate dharma- or 
Sz’la-, i.e. established practice, normal conduct, duty, customary 
observance, professional relations, the oxytona a person who is arha-, 

i.e. wAo is fit or worthy, who is entitled to perform an action, or whtl 
may be required or ex ected to do so 48). Proposing to revert to this 
distinction 49) - which is of course of an unstable character - - 

4*j See also Renou, Gramm . sanscrite, p. 207 f. In general see also Wacker.- 
nag& Debrunner, I I, 2, p. 690 f. 

45) For which see now T. BH-I-ow, The Sanskrit language (1955), p. 118, 132, 
and passim. See also Wackern’Lgel-Debrunner, Altind. Gramm. II, 2, p. 670. 

ale) See also Renou, B.S.L. 39, p. 112. 

47) P&Gni 3, 1, 133; 3, 3, 169; 3, 2, 135. The reader might be referred to an . 

article on the character of the Sanskrit accusative, in Festschrift-Martinet, T,a 
Laguna. 

48) Cf. Wackernagei-Debrunner, ox., Ii, 2, p. 683. 
49) Following Benveniste (Origines de la formation des noms en indo-europeen 

1, (l935), p. 108 ff.) Burrow ‘o.c., p. 1X!) recently defending the thesis that the 
nature of the Aind. formation in -&r- can become clear only by a comparison 
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further on, it may be observe here that -_+- nouns are, broadly 
speaking, often used where we would prefer ve’rbal forms 50) : Athar- 
vaveda 8,8,21 md j%Mra~ . . . vindatn “let them not find a knower”, 
i.e. “a person who knows”; 6, 123, 1 f. anvtiganld ydjama’nah svasti . 

with the archaic class of neuters in -tar in Hittite, supposed the two types 
kdrtar- (neuter) in t e sense of “doing, action” and karth- (masc.) “doer, agent” 

to have at one time existed side by side (cf. hrdhman- : brahmbn-). In Avestan 
so-called infinitives expressing an action are actually formed by means of this 
suffix : bav~76rf “to support”. If this supposition be warranted the shift of these 
words to a class of masculin? agent nouns becomes more intelligible by an in- 
sight into the tendency not to distinguish etween power-substances and beings, 
objec?.s, phenomena in which they manife-st themselves I dvegrcs means “ hostil- 

ity” as well as “enemy” ; ghee (clarified butter) or an amulet can be a tejas 
“energy” : the Roman augur, whose name is identical with the AInd. oin 
“creative and vital power was, to all appearance, the embodiment of a special 
supranw:mal power and faculty, called auge>s (see e.g. ‘Ant. Ind. ojns, .&at. 
*WROS and the I.E. nouns in -PS-/-OS’, Utrecht 1952, p. 53 f. ; 66 6. ; 82). Thus 
jdnitar- which, in the r;tgveda, only occurs in connection with jajdjza: (cf. e.g. 
3, 1, 12 where Geldner translates : “er (Agni) der aPs Erzeuger die Kuhe hervor- 
gebracht hat”) may be taken to be the embodiment of generative power, the 
generator, and ja&br the father of sun, earth, heaven X,X% individual men whose 
names are added in the genitive. Was Taitt. Sa.q . 7, 5, 20, 1 vdbRfd parjdnya~, 
#ARtIS snsydm originally, in a similar way, ‘ ’ Parjm <d. ki Must) prove himself t0 
be thie power controlling rain, the corn (must) prove itself to be a manifestation 
of the force of ripening” ? Sat. Br. 13, 1, 4, ff. “on the cow (ox, horse) he there- 
by bestows milk (strength, speed) : whence old the cow (ox, horse) was born as 
one yielding milk (a draught animal, a ru er)“, the last words being ddgdhri, 
v@hli, and s&t&: wa nal’ sense: the respective n~an~festati~~ns of the 
definite powers or fa e of one of the obscurest 
members of the 

characteristic acti 

an earlier race om are many whose names 
translation ( 1886_), 

For a somewhat different P*iew see Renveniste, Noms d’agent et noms d’acti~~~~ 
en indo-europeen 
‘Tagent vcd B 

50) One might 
:%I0 f. 

6 
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“the sacrificer follows well-being” (here “will follow” or “is expected 
to follow” would also be possible). A modification of this passage 
Taitt. Samh. 5, 7, 7, 1 anniganh3 yaj+iapntir vo atra was translated by 

Keith 51) by: “after you the lord of the sacrifice will follow”; cf. also 
AthV. 19, 47, 3. Notice also such transitions as 3, 29, 7 Kdma(i kd- 

miyidiit / k&m d&i kd,rna!i @atignzhftd “love has giveq to love; love 
2 zjver, love acceptor”. 

That agent nouns were already in prehistoric times capable of 
being accompanied by an accusative may, as is well known, appear 
from Greek and Latin phrases such as i&a orator etc. 52), from 
OChSlav. PO prij@ii mi ot;b boga vdikyj dmx lit. “post meam acceptio- 
nem magnum donum”, from Ancient Iranian 4’3) instances etc. There 
does not seem to be room for scepticism with regard to the. prehistoric 
occurrence of this construction 54). 

As has correctly been stated by Bollensen, Delbriick 55) and other 
scholars there is no certain example. of the periphrastic future in the 
oldest Indian texts, viz. the Vedic samhit&. Yet the difference be- 
tween the constructions with the agent nouns which then1 already are 
of considerable occu rence in these documents, and the incipient 
periphrastic expression of futurity in the brghmanas has usually been . 

exaggerated, as has the dissimilarity of the latter and the usage of the 
classical texts 56). I11 the samhitas the nomirPa agentis in z -tar- may, 

e have seen, be used predicatively with or without the copula 57) 

51) A. B. Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus school (1914), p. 475; cf. also 
vaj. Sanrh. 18, 59 and Macdonell, Vedic grammar, p. 387. 

s2) The reader might consult Delbriick, Vergl. Syntax I, p. 386 f.; I?. Miklo- 
sich, vergl. Gramm. der slavischeu Sprachen IV, p. 376 f. ; Schwyzer-Debrunner, 
Gr. Gramm. II, p. 73 f. ; (M. Leumann-) J. B. Hofmann, Lat. Gramm., p. 378; 
E. Itifstedt, Syntactica I, (1928), p. 198; A. Ernout et F. Thomas, Syntaxe 
latine2 ( 1953) p. 22. Comparable phenomena occur in connection with prepo- 
dons : cf. the German type der Nelter aus alluwz Obcl; Walth. 76, 30 losaey a~ 
dell siinden (see e.g. 0. Behaghel, Deutsche Syntax IX, p. 61). Cf. also 
46, 1 sa . . . yantd v&hi vi&ate ,,er gewahrt (dem), der ihm dient, Sch%tze”. 

53) For the sake of brevity Wackernagel-Debrunner, o.c., 1 I, 2, p. 680. 
54) Otherwise : Renou, B.S.L. 39, p. 125. 
55) See Delbruck, Syntaktische Forschungen II1 (1878) p. 6. 
j”l See e.g. Whitney, OX., 5 949; Spryer, \‘ed. Skt. Synt., s 184; Thumb, OX., 

1’ 394. 
57) ,4s a rule the copula &es not occur in the 3rd yers. indic., but asi, abtttit, 

ctstrt etc. are added. This iy akn the norm of the pcrfut in the epics and later. It 
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governing like other nomi :a an accusative. they do nol 
generally speaking, i 
general truth, to per phenomena, or to 
customary practice or beha.viour. Cf. e.g. l$V. 8, 2, 36 scinit~ vipro 

rzi,dbhir Ctt s&&i v&a 
Sieger in den Schlachte 

RV. 6, 29, 1 ma . 

does not eat one becomes a 

tile copula in general. !see hrsav- 
ever also A. Kuhn, Kuhn’s Zs. 18 

ever, aSvn~ tarut 
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:Lt may also be remembered that a certain future implication remains 
perceptible in these -far- nouns 59) : see e.g. Kfid. M&XV. 4, 12 tava 
sakhyai may& datto na sevp~ se&Z rahab ‘“I have given myself to 
your friend not to be a master, but a servant in private”. The word 
bhavitar-, the agent noun belonging to bh6 “to become, be” even 
means “what is ought to become or be, imminent, future”: 

201, 77 bhfitam bhavitd ca “the past, the present and the 
Zirk. Pur. 95, .25 asmcZka$ti eatanam . . . niinap bhdvi bhavitrf ca 

“our downfa2l is assuredly imminent and wi21 come to pass”; Kglid. 
Ragb. 6, 52 anyavadhulr bhavitrz’ “destined to be the wife of another”. 

Sometimes, the 3rd pers. of the imperative astz.t is added: RV. 1, 27, 
9 sd vdja9n , . . drvdbhir astu t&t&n’ “let him (the god’s favourite) win, 
with his coursers, the power called ~@a-” ; 6, 23, 3 p& s&&?$ ?!?&!, 
astu “Indra must be a drinker of soma ; I. must drink soma” ; cf. 4,37, 
6; 6, 23, 3; 8, 19, 9; etc. Or a subjunctive: 4, 16, 20. These essentially 
timeless but decidedly affirmative or assertive statements may how- 
ever also imply mar6 thaw they definitely express a characteristic 
iunction or permanent quality may be expected to continue in the 
future. Hence RV. 1’0, 107, 11 (at the end of a text in praise of a Piberal 
man) tNoj& S&G2 . . . j&ii “the liberal man is victor, i.e. shall be 
victorious over his enemies” (,,wird Sieger iiber die Feinde sein” 
Geldner) ; cf. e.g. also 6, 37, 5 ; 5,50,4 (an obscure passage) nrm&a’ . . . . 

. . . s&&Z “the manly one is the winner of the streams”, i.e. 
is sure to tin them also in the future”. Maitr. Samh. 1, 6, 12 
dityd nirha:nt&am aiccka~s, td d@aS cu bhdgaS cu nir ahattim 
Adityas desired 3ne who would kill them: A. an 

them’“. Hence blso the above-mentioned passage Taitt. Sam+. 7, 5, 20, 
1 vdr@ paq&zyah. and similar passages which in expressing thp wish 
that the god will prove himself to be active implies :;ure activity 60). 

The well-known fact that the masculine form E t-he -tar- noun 
stereotypically occurs instead of the neuter in the periphrastic ure 61) 
seems also to point to the essentially nominal ch;iracter of s ‘fait 

59) See also Petrograd Dictionary, V, 224, S.V. bhavitar-; other instances a.re 
given by Renou, Crammaire sanscrite, p. 491 (,,une nuance future”). 

60) See also A. B. Keith, The Veda of the Black Yajus School (1914), p. 634. 
61) Cf. Whitney, o.c., 5 944. F or the masculine of the nomen agentis used 

instead of a neuter: ibid. $ 375, b, and H. Oertel, The syntax of cases in the 
narratij-e and descriptive prose of the br8hmar;la.s I (I 926) p. 171. 
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accompli’ construction : J r. 1 I 38, 3 even has: 10maStinz”va 
(n.pl.) teg6q SmaSdnlZni ( it&ah Qmpl.) , , their funeral-] 
I be hairy as it were”. his construction may be clarified by 
Savh. 7,5,20, 1 j iii b@p, vw$ii jmr)‘awya~, pakta sasyay, s+ippa- 

“the corn (must) be germinant, Parjanya a miner, the 
he plants fruitful” his translaltion, which is Oertel’s, 

is to be preferred to that given by eith $2) : “may . . . I? rain e . . I’). 

It seems therefore clear that t structions -- which with 
regard to their accent did not belo ny verbal category 63) - 
could easily develop, al speech, into a mea 
expressing def ni t e r convictions, also 
<regard to what wil 
,of stating or predicting future events with confidence a 
A future significance is evident in Tatt. 
kim ca vtic&rczcr yad atho ‘dhy arcitGr . 

praised with speech and what 

occurs, also with 
in the brshmanas : Aitareya 
na imam fm&ar yajiiam 

This reference 
the utterance - e. 

preclude. !!w possibility o 

Id&h, 32~3 ‘Ve 
e a.11 true verb 

in&p dent chuSfi:s. 
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present. This is what has happened in the brghmanas - see e.g. also 
Sat3r. 11,2,7,12;5,1,11;~,1,2,8- where the emphatic or definite 
sense of the: utterance is sometimes clearly exhibited by the lq$c,zlly 
superfluous addition of a personal pronoun $4) : Ai. Br. 2, 16, 4 (Indra 
addressing the gods who were afraid) md bib&z . . . e 
p~iitur vujhwt f5rahartn’smi ” don’t be afraid; tomorrow mo 
hurl my thunderbolt against them,‘, l Sat. Br. 12, 8, 3, 7 ksutrum ivtiha 
k&z ~yutm !zmtismim iuke bhuvitH scmu “like rulers . . . wk shall be iti 
yonder world” (no l 4’tomorrow”). Always, however, the activity de- 
noted by the Z# form is, as correctly stated by Delbriick 65) “in der 
Zukunft als ganz sicher in Au:;sicht genommen” ; cf. e.g. also Paficav. 
Br. 4, 4, 7’ 5~0 vigtiva’n bhuviteti fagatfm zGpeyM?i “they shkould ap~,~y the 
jagati (metre) thinking: tomorrow it is the viSuvat-day,‘, i.e. ‘%n the 
day immediately before the v. day they should etc.” 

Futurit,y is also implied in other passages where a -tar- ~OEII is 
6 pposed to a preterite or a reference to the past: KathaUp. 1 f 1, 11 

yathi #was&id bhuviti . , . Say& “as of old will he Ix . . . will he 

mentioning that the occurrence of fwcitp “tomorrow 
morning” not necessarily involves the use of Zz.& Sat. Br. I, 1, 1, 7 

@itar no yahzyate; cf. also 2, 3, 1, 13; 5, 3, 4 etc. These forms are, 
however, used if according to the opinion, intention, expectation, e%c. 
of the speaker, a process is to take place in the future. 

The absence of words for “today, now etc.” in connection with 
cr. future 66) seems on the other hand perfectly explicable from 

the consideration that, for instance, adya or nfina? vujram praha&isrPti 
(see above AiBr. 2, 16,4) would be taken by the hearer to mean “I am 
a hurler of the thunderbolt now, I am just hurling the thunderbolt” 
which would be contrary to fact and not the right expression in this 
particular context. Hence the sequence Maitr. Samh. 2, 1, 8 adya . 

vav$i$yat~~ . . . ho vra$cc “it is going to rain today’, it will rain to- 
morrow” . 

The nuance of definiteness, the wish, on the part of the speaker to 
have the process viewed as an accomplished fact is retained in the 
classical language : Mahabh. 1, 89, IO dhruva? tatkZha*~ bbuvita’ “I 

64) Sete Acta Orientalia 19 ( 1942), p. 211 ff. 

65; IMbrtick, Synt. Forsch. III, p. 7. 
66) Cf. Cso Delbriick, Altind. Syntax, p. 296. 
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shall certainly be . . . “; 5, 97, 20 “there is no husband to be fouiid 
(#Qate) among gods and men, there certainly is (must be: bhnu&) 
some one among the nggas” ; 3, 282, 57 “the princess must be there 
(bltavitrz’ t&a) ; I .rave no doubt on this point”: the construction helps 
to express subjective certainty with regard to the present. Cf. also Pat. 
1, p. 250 67) vakta’ro bhavafiti ” one is likely to say” (timeless), and in 

Eli, Majj:h. Nik. I, p. 469. bh. 10, 12, 9 5z tvafp j&4 sata’m mkrge 
sthfit2 “you are not at all a man who follows e path of the rig&e us> 
you surely will not . . . ” ; often there is no emphasis on the idea of 
futurity ; sometimes it is even absent. Dandin, KavygdarSa 2, 145 

l . gad ted gaccha tiir~afn (V.I. tvam) “if you are going, do it quickly’” 
(,,wenn du reisen willst , so reise eiligst” Bohtlingk ; ,,wen 
muzt, . . .” Speyer “s)). An instructive text is also: 
yati maryii &ham avedisv&na hastz’ nab stinnniyyam jhitet 

vaksydmaii. 
. . 

. 

ed modal use of this formation, signaliz y Speyer 7Oj, 
opinion be explained in the same way. 

as na j&j tvam iva kathayitn’ kaS cid aqfo dvitiya 
Nepal III, 40) which by the emphatic TUZ j&l “not 
means” a.nd the somewhat tautological combination la 
and dvitfija(i “second ; companion’ ’ shows a certain emotio 
part of the speaker may be translated as d J-fl’S : ’ ’ no other person, 

. 
indeed, than you, appears to be t e narrator t 4 it”, i.e. “ . - . appears to 
be able to relate it”‘. ;?m. 3, 56, 5 p~c~t~(~~.~!~~~~ * wly nham r”a:;yn tvay7 s d . 

vai dhar$tti ba!& 9 Say& tvqu hnla j? saprpklzy~ “if you 
scnce, laid your violent hands upon me, you would lie 
combat” :’ here the conditional r-night have been 
if he had made Sits syea ess pasGonate a sty 
her enemy as it were ‘knot wn _ Compare also 
(KrSna addressing Yudhi$J 
tathi “if 11 had come the garr 
likewise viewed as a fait act: 
similar thought cant airns an o 

67) Discussed by Spkyer, S.S., p. 268, 
68) See Speyer, Indogerm. Forsch. 31, p. 182. 
69) See W. Ca,land, A&a Orientalia 2, p. 150. 
70) Spegrer, 2’~ devtsch. morgenl. Ges. 04, p. 327; Bndog. Forsch. 31, p. 1 

See also Henou, Grammaire samsmite, p. 493. 
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I I It .is also in harmony with-the 
on the foregoing pages that it 

character of a -ta 
should denote ‘timeless , 

4 

bh. 3, 76, 38 ma hy ekdhti 4 q+& ga4ztd tv 
“for, except you, there is no other person in this world who can cover a 
hundred yojanas in a single day”. 

Speyer in discussing a passive of the Z# form ‘1) - see e.g. 
m&al., Prabodhacandrodaya 5, 17 kvucid ti@akrtih kaddmfbhib krt(i: 
Kriyde ‘thavz (katiti ka , karmasi 1~8, comm.) “w;u1 they render 
you a,. service, have they ne SC, or are they doing so?“, 5, 21 + sar- 
vathG trdtdsmi bkavatya ; udhasv8min, BKSS. 8, 29 72) (with Svm) ; 

Brhail:k.mafij. 1, 149 (wi. r&Jar). K irat. 3, 22 73) - did not suggest 
any explication of this at first sight zurious idiom. Like the infinitive 
the category under discussion, being nominal in origin, did not e.Kpress 
voice; if it is no longer ‘felt’ as ielentical with the agent noun its 
emphatic, definite, and temporal implications may come to predomi- 
nate to such a degree that any ‘agent” idea has been lost and it is, in the 
particular construction of these conte:zts, treated as ;d passive form 74). 

From this brief survey it may be clear thah the Zzct formation :n 
Sanskrit was in the main a natural development of the ahcient function 
of an i&&ted category, Perhaps however the read of -tar- forms 
in their typical function was partly due to the in ence of Dravidian 
usage: in these lan&uages there are many insta s of verbal nouns 

.ing a pronominal subject the nominative and acting instead of 
verbs. The third person looks a noun in the subjective case; such 
forms as the Tamil .;ey-v-tiN “maker” or “he will make” were there- 
fore 75) compared to the Skt. kart6. oreover, the Dravidian future 

eaking serves to denote what is, was, or shall be habitually 
done; it is as a rule the cont.ext only which fixes it to a particular 
time 76). 
---I 

‘l) %e Speyer, Z?. 6, morgenl. Ges. 64, p. 3 16 f. 
72) See also F. La&e, Qhattkath&, Paris 1908, p. 96. 
*ia) Cf. !<peyer, S.S., p. 258. In R&m. 3, 56, 5, which is quoted on p. 176 of this 

article, dhar@Z should in my opinion te regarded as the verbal adjective; cf. 
also Petr. Diet. III, 897. 
: ?4) One must therefore to all ap ante not compare such instances of a 

ive ‘agent noun’ as the Dutch ev “cast-off garment”. 
75) E.g. bly L. H. Gray, Foundations of lan 
76) The reader may compare R. Cal 

vidian I;amguagesz ( f 875), p. 403 ; 



That formations entially or originally serving to ex 
are e.g, also con 

such as Jaim. r.- 1, , yivad esa . . ,. amvartale . 

1;77 

II not be . . . as long as t is . . . moves along” - can also be 
used tlo refer to future events is a feature of wide distribution. The 

ebrelN perfect, f&instance, denoting that a 
that its result exists, may in prophetic utte 
in the expression of expectations do also duty as a ‘future’ 78) : m-d 

in the Eastern Semitic; aquages the present and future functions even 

In poetical effusion 
means of referring t0 t 
koren-blcresamf St&s hqft 

ordinary speech tke 
may ads0 be expresse 
mimcte ef jki &!jezc;pzd 80). 
in temporal amd condi 

1932, I”. 495 If. 
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It may bc remembered t 
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in itself is an emphasizing element $3). 
the nominal sentence or nominal con- 

strucf::ons, though in themselves not indicative of any 
may also in other languages by the inccrporation of ad 
‘(now, tomorrow, once” etc. or bj the very context or situatioi, 
actually convey e.g. a future sense 84). 

urning now to the accentuation of the Vedic -ta+ do s a few 
ords are necessary on t e problem discussed by 
enveniste 86) : which class of -tar- words is to be co 

nes of the Id fut 
French savant 

, the 6 -tar- or the -t&-3 In contr 
cannot feel convinced that 

exclusively been the la imon the dif 
assages as for instance 3, 58, 5 aksadyiitc sdam j&2 
“you shall defeat Nala at a game of dice” and I$gveda Id, 107, 

11 bhj’kh S&i&s samanz’kth j&i “the liberli one shall defeat the enem- 
ies in the battles” has often been exagger rted: in both cases jetar- + 
sec. may, if not actually representing a nominal phrase, reach bat 
to one: “(being) the cause of (someone’s) defeat”. Compare also 

,52,39 ?&anti tvam asi szlyo anam (< “you will1 be the cause o 
edit lzdntti v&&n indra?a (ISgveda 7, 20, 2) ; 
av gmati ani &veda 1, 86, 3 sGE g&U ghati 

e considerable number of accusative con ctions accompa- 
J -tar- nouns and the unmistak aversion of the 
uming that case 87) cannot be entirely 

bility of predicative use of the forme 
3; 8, 60 (71), 5 etc. 

on the othIer han often used without an a 
requent instance as bhaviti no root-acce 

, Spraakkunst bet Banggais, The 
so C. Meinhof, ndziige einer vergl. Gr 

Hamburg 1948, pa 1 ,,.Das Perfektum driickt die VoUendung 
aus und kann dtshalb such zu van Gegerlwart und Zukunft gebraucht 
w 

Ret kendorf, Ara.bisc er Syntax (! 921), p. 2. 

ms d’agent, p. l? f. 




